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ABSTRACT. We present a formulation for describing flexible gear pairs in the three 
dimensional analysis of flexible mechanisms. The set of holonomic and no-holonomic 
constraint equations that defines the behavior of gears is developed. The formulation is 
capable of representing almost any kind of gears used in industry : spur gears, bevel 
gears, hypoid gears, racks, etc. All reaction forces due to gear engagement are accounted 
for. Teeth flexibility, clearance and mesh stiffness fluctuation are introduced in the model 
by relating deformation along the normal pressure line to the normal forces acting on 
teeth. 

RESUME. On presente une formulation pour decrire un couple d'engrenages flexibles en 
analyse tridimensionnelle de mecanismes flexibles. L'ensemble d'equations de restriction 
holonomes et non holonomes definissant le comportement d'engrenages est ici 
developpe. La formulation peut representer presque tous les types d'engrenages utilises en 
industrie : engrenages droits, coniques, hypoidales, cremailleres, etc. Toutes les forces de 
reaction engendrees par l'engrimement sont prises en compte. Les effets de flexibilite des 
dents, jeu et fluctuation de raideur sont introduits au modele en considerant le rapport entre 
deformation le long de Ia ligne de pression normale et Ia force normale agissant sur les 
dents. 
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1. Introduction 

Gears are devices of widespread use for the transmission of rotary motion from 
one shaft to another, which are present in almost every machine. A pair of gears 
with non intersecting and non parallel axes develops three dimensional gearing 
relative motion. All kinds of gears used in industry can be seen as particular 
cases of three dimensional gearing; e.g. spur gears, bevel gears, hypoid gears, 
worm gears, etc. 

The literature on gears is vast and many classic texts treat them thoroughly 
(see for instance [JJSO] and references therein). Several studies on gear mod
eling have been published in recent years, most of them with the objective of 
improving the analysis capabilities to allow the design of smaller, lighter and 
quieter transmissions. An extensive review of recent literature on dynamic 
modeling of gears has been given in reference [HD88b]. Rama Mohana Rao 
and Muthuveerappan [RG93] evaluated root stresses for different positions of 
the contact line when it moves from the root to the tip in helical gear teeth 
using three dimensional finite elements. Ozgiiden et a! [HN091, SH93] devel
oped non-linear mathematical models for dynamic analysis of a spur gear pair. 
They included shaft and bearing dynamics in the model, allowing to study the 
effect of lateral-torsional vibration coupling. Kahraman [AKa94a, AKa94b] de-
veloped a model to simulate the dynamic behavior of a single--stage planetary 
gear train with helical gears. The formulation allows to model planetary gear 
sets with any number of planets. The model was used to describe the effects 
of the planet mesh phasing on the dynamic behavior [AKa94a] and to pre-
dict the effect of manufacturing and assembly errors, and of tooth separations 
and mesh stiffness fluctuations on the load sharing between pinions [AKa94b]. 
Geradin and Robert [MG81] developed a general program to analyze torsional 
vibrations of gear trains. The model included effects as teeth flexibility, manu
facturing errors (eccentricity), and stiffness fluctuation. The model of the gear 
train could be composed of parallel spur and helical gears, conical bevel gears 
and planetary systems. Xiao and Yang [DA89] used the concept of velocity 
screws and dual matrices to derive expressions to describe the kinematics of a 
pair of gears with non parallel and non intersecting axes. 

In this paper we develop the equations of motion for representing three 
dimensional gearing, using the formulation of a general purpose code for flexible 
mul tibody analysis [SAM94, A Ca89]. The gear is implemented as a particular 
flexible joint of the code, adding a new functionality to it. The code takes 
into account full three-dimensional motion, elasticity of members, damping, 
friction dissipation and many other effects. Code elements comprise a beam, 
membrane, rigid body, spring, hinge, cam, screw prismatic and cylindric joints 
within many others, allowing to make a highly realistic model of any machine. 
It can be linked to dynamic analysis finite element packages, incorporating 
thus easily arbitrary finite element models of elastic subsystems -either fixed 
or movable- to the numerical model of the mechanism. 
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This new joint is described by two physical nodes : one at the center of 
each wheel. Each node can be connected in turn to the other members of the 
mechanism. The formulation developed for the gear pair is general enough 
to represent almost every kind of gears used in industry : spur gears, helical 
gears, conical gears, internal gear and pinion, worm gears, hypoid gears, etc. 
This formulation generalizes a previously developed one [ACa95], by including 
the effects of gear teeth flexibility with fluctuating stiffness and backlash which 
were neglected before. We follow the method of Ozgiiden and Houser [HD88a] 
to include the excitation effect of mesh stiffness variation : it is considered as 
an internal excitation in the form of loaded static transmission error. This error 
can be calculated theoretically [MD86] or can be measured experimentally. 

All components of contact forces induced by the gear pair are taken into 
account : tangential, radial and thrust forces. These forces are appropriately 
transmitted to the element nodes and to the other members of the mecha
nism. Friction forces are taken into account whenever appropriate (e.g. worm 
gearing). They are a function of the transmitted force, and of a friction coef
ficient. The friction coefficient varies with the instantaneous value of sliding 
velocity between worm and gear. Gear trains and planetary systems can be 
easily represented by superposing several gear pairs in the mechanism model. 

The formulation developed for the gear pair is general enough to represent 
almost every kind of gears used in industry : spur gears, helical gears, conical 
gears, internal gear and pinion, worm gears, hypoid gears, etc. All components 
of contact forces induced by the gear pair are taken into account : tangential, 
radial and thrust forces. These forces are appropriately transmitted to the 
element nodes and to the other members of the mechanism. Friction forces 
are taken into account whenever appropriate (e.g. worm gearing). They are 
a function of the transmitted force, and of a friction coefficient. The friction 
coefficient varies with the instantaneous value of sliding velocity between worm 
and gear. Gear trains and planetary systems can be easily represented by 
superposing several gear pairs in the mechanism model. 

We remark that most works in the literature limit the analysis to a partic
ular gear pair configuration : e.g. spur gear pairs accounting for some compo
nents of flexibility in the system. In our formulation, we give a unified single 
treatment for any gear pair kind and combination. The resulting code allows 
to analyze almost any situation. The analyst can choose, by using the elements 
family, which effects are to be accounted for in the model. 

In this paper we describe the formulation of the flexible gear pair composed 
by two wheels. We have tried to emphasize aspects concerning the inclusion of 
flexibility into the model. The formulation of rack and gear systems has been 
omitted for conciseness, as well as the formulation of friction forces between 
gears. Details regarding these two latter aspects are given in reference [ACa95]. 
Several examples of application are shown, illustrating the generality and power 
of the approach. 
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2. Formulation of the constrained dynamics problem 

The equations of motion for a dynamic system subjected to holonomic con
straints ~ can be stated in the form [ACa89, AMD91] : 

{ 
.1:.. (24) - 8£ = Q + Q' 
dt aq aq 
k~(q, q, t) = 0 

(1) 

where an augmented Lagrangian approach is followed, L is the Lagrangian of 
the unconstrained dynamic system, q and q are the generalized displacements 
and velocities of the dynamic system, and Q are the non-conservative forces 
acting on the system (they include, for instance, the friction and damping 
forces). The constraint forces Q', which can be thought of as the generalized 
forces that oblige the system to verify the imposed constraints, are 

(2) 

where k and p are the scale and the penalty factors, respectively. The penalty 
term does not modify the stationary properties of the original Lagrangian func
tion -i.e. the value of the solution is not altered- but adds some positive curva
ture in the range space of ~, with a significant improvement of convergence 

of the iterative scheme [ACa89, AMD91]. The values of k and p should be 
chosen so as to adequately balance the equations : a mean value of the stiffness 
of the mechanism usually represents an appropriate choice for them. 

Equations (1) form a system of nonlinear differential-algebraic equations. 
The solution is advanced step-by-step using a time integration scheme (in par
ticular, we used the Hilber-Hughes-Taylor method, see [AM89, AM94] for de
tails). At each time step, a system of nonlinear algebraic equations has to be 
solved. In order to solve this system, we use the Newton method. The con
tribution of the holonomic constraints to the iteration matrix is obtained by 
differentiating constraint forces and constraints with respect to the generalized 
displacements vector : 

(3) 

where second order derivatives of constraints have been neglected (experience 
has shown that neglecting these terms does not alter significantly the conver
gence rate of the algorithm [ACa89, AMD91]). 

3. Kinematics of the joint 

3.1. Basic definitions 

We will consider a joint formed by two geared wheels with centers A and B. 
In this section we define some basic elements that will be used to express the 
kinematics relations of the joint. 
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Figure 1: Gear pair kinematics 

The position of each wheel center in the inertial frame is given by XA and 
XB· Let us define one triad of unit orthogonal vectors at each wheel center at 
the reference configuration : 

• {JLI. JL 2, JL3} attached to the first wheel, with origin at its center A; 

• { ~ 1, ~ 2, ~3} attached to the second wheel, with origin at node B. 

Both triads are dextrorsum and have their first vector perpendicularly oriented 
to the wheel plane and their second vector oriented towards the contact point 
between wheels (see figure 1). Explicit expressions for vectors JL2, JL3, ~2, ~3, 
obtained according these guidelines, are given afterwards in section (3.2). 

Remark : The distance between centers at the current configu
ration as well as the relative orientation of both wheels, should be 
kept constant by some external means (e.g. a frame) to maintain 
the correct engagement. The present formulation of the joint does 
not take into account variations in the centers distance to correct 
the transmission relation. 
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y 

Figure 2: Sign conventions for cone and helix angles 

The orientation of both material triads at the current configuration is ob
tained applying the rotation operator of each wheel to the vectors at the refer
ence configuration : 

i = 1, 3 (4) 

RA, RB are the rotation matrices at nodes A, B, which are related to the 
rotation vectors E> A, E> B through the exponential forms exp(G A), exp(G B) 
[ACa89, AM88]. 

We define a second pair of unit triads at the current configuration. These 
triads are attached to the supporting frame of the gear pair. They are built 
following the same rule we used to get the reference triads {J.LI, J.L2, J.L3} and 
{el, e2, e3}· I.e., vectors J.L~ and t:.~ are normal to each wheel: 

(5) 
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while vectors J.L~, ~~ point towards the contact point and vectors J.L'3, ~~ com
plete a dextrorsum triad. 

We also define a triad of unit vectors { TJ~, TJ~, TJ~ }, which are oriented along 
the teeth in contact at the current configuration : TJ~ is parallel to the tooth 
baseline; "7~ points along the tooth vertical line, from the first wheel to the 
second one; finally, TJ~ is normal to the tooth midplane. 

The triad {ry~'} is related to {J.Ln through the angles of cone lA and helix 
f3A, as shown in figure 1 : 

The explicit expression of the orthogonal matrix Y A follows : 

-sin lA 

COS IA 
0 

cos lA sinf3Al 
sin lA sinf3A 

cos f] A 

(6) 

(7) 

The sign conventions for the cone and helix angles are described in figure 2. 

Remark: The superscript A in equation (6) is used to emphasize 
that vectors ry~'A are here computed in terms of kinematics variables 
at wheel A only. 

Remark : Note that internal gears are represented by selecting 
lA = 180deg. 

Similar relations hold between {TJ~'} and{~~'} through the angles IB and 
f3B, with the only difference that signs are changed to match the condition of 
gear engagement (note that the triad ry~' has been defined as pointing from the 
first wheel to the second one) : 

(8) 

Ya 

We get the relation between triads {J.Ln and{~~'} at engagement by equat
ing equations (6) and (8) : 

[ J.L'{ J.L~ J.L3] yAy~ 
[J.L~ J.L~ J.L3] Z(IA, f3A, IB, f3B) 

Remark : It can be easily shown that Z is in fact a function of 
the three independent parameters (TA, IB, f3A- !3B)· 

(9) 
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3.2. Explicit expressions of vectors J-L2, J-L3, ~2, ~3 at the reference 
configuration 

First, we determine the position of the contact point xc. It can be computed 
either in terms of kinematics variables at wheel A or at wheel B : 

XA + J-L~r A 

XB + ~~TB (10) 

where r A, rn are the radius vectors from the wheels centers to the contact point 

(11) 

Using equation (9), we compute vector ~~ in terms of vectors J-L~1 : 

ell "'\"""" "z 
"2 = L J-Li i,2 (12) 

i=l,3 

Then, we can write the equation for the relative position of xn with respect to 
XA as indicated below : 

II "'\"""" "Z XAB = XB- XA = J-l2TA- L J-Li i,2 TB (13) 
i=l,3 

Noting that J-L~ = J-L~ x J-L~, and since J-Li = J-L~1 at the reference configuration, 
we obtain the system of equations : 

We get the expression of J-L2 by solving this system : 

(15) 

where constants ( cr, c2, c3) are defined as follows : 

(rA- Z2,2 rn)/c 
c ( )

2 2 2 
TA-Z2,2TB -Z3,2rB (rA- Z2,2 rn)ZI,2 rn/c (16) 

z3,2 rn/c 

The third vector J-L3 is then computed : 

J-l3 = J-L1 X J-L2 = C1 J-L1 X XAB - C3 [1 - J-L1 @ J-LI]XAB (17) 

Vectors ~ 2 , ~3 are afterwards computed using equation (9) : [ ~1 ~2 ~3] = 
[ J-L1 J.L2 /L3] Z. 

Remark : It can be shown numerically that c =f 0 for r A 2: r B. 

Therefore, we ask this condition be satisfied to assure the system 
of equations (14) is solvable. 
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3.3. Degrees of freedom of the joint 

The pair is formed by two rigid bodies (the two wheels) related by one kine
matics constraint that links the rotations of both wheels about their respec
tive normal axes. Fifteen kinematics variables are used to describe the joint, 
grouped together into the generalized coordinates vector q: 

q = (x~ xi; '1/JB (18) 

Recall XA, x 8 give the position and E> A, E> B give the rotation vector of each 
wheel center. The scalar value urn measures the deformation of the gear mesh 
in the hoop direction. This value is in fact a combined measure resulting from 
tooth deformation at both wheels and clearance between teeth. Finally, the 
angular displacements '1/J A, '1/J B measure the relative rotation of each wheel in 
the local frame, resulting in the following relations between quoted and doubly
quoted frames : 

J..L~ = J..L~ cos '1/J A - J..L3 sin '1/J A 
~~ = ~~cos '1/J B - ~~sin '1/J B 

J..L~ sin '1/J A + J..L3 cos '1/J A 
~~ sin '1/J B + ~~ cos '1/J B 

These relations can be written in matrix form : 

[J..L~ J..L~ J..L~] [J..L~ J..L~ J..L3] R(et, '1/JA) 
[~~ ~~ ~~] = [~i ~~ ~~] R(el,'I/JB) 

with 

[~ 
0 _,~no/ l R(e1, 1/J) = cos'ljJ 

sin '1/J cos'ljJ 

(19) 

(20) 

The joint has twelve physical degrees of freedom : the six components 
of rigid body motion at each wheel plus the elastic deformation of the mesh 
minus the rotation constraint between wheels. Therefore, the dimension of the 
vector of kinematics variables q exceeds by three the number of physical degrees 
of freedom of the joint, and we have to impose a total of three constraints. 
One constraint is the kinematics relation resulting from teeth contact, and two 
additional ones fix the value of the relative angular displacements '1/J A, '1/J B· The 
set of constraints is described in the next section. Three Lagrange multipliers 
-conjugated to these constraints- are added to the generalized coordinates q 
to form the vector of unknowns of the joint. 

3.4. Variations of vectors J..L~', ~~', 11~' 

By taking variations in equation (10), we can write : 

8x~ = 8xA + 8J..L~ r A 
8x~ = 8xB + 8~~ rB 

The variation of vector J..L~ is computed using equation (19) : 

8J..L~ 8J..L~COS'I/JA- 8J..L3sin'I/JA- J..Lzsin'I/JA8'1/JA- J..L3cos'I/JA8'1/JA 
= (RA8E>A) X J..L~- J..L~ 8'1/JA 

(21) 

(22) 
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For the rest of the doubly-quoted vectors we get, in the same fashion 

(RA88A) X J..L~ + J..L~ 8'1/JA 
(Rs88s) x ~~- ~~ 8'1/Js 
(Rs88s) x ~~ + ~~ 8'1/Js 

(23) 

After replacing the variations of J..L~, ~~ into equation (21), we can compute 
the variations of position of the contact point computed in terms of kinematics 
variables at wheel A or at wheel B : 

8xA + (RA88A) X J..L~TA- J..L~8'1/JATA 
8xs + (Rs88s) x ~~rs- ~~8'1/Jsrs 

Equations (22,23) can be written in matrix form 

[RA88A] [J..L~ 

[Rs88s] [~~ 

J..L~] + 8'1/JA[O 

~~] + 8'1/Js [0 

,u 
-,...3 

C:fl 
- ... 3 

(24) 

J..L~ l 
~~] 

(25) 
Finally, using equations (6-8) we establish the expressions for the variations of 
vectors 1}~1 A, 1}~1 B : 

[51]~ A 81J~A 81J~AJ [RA88A] [1J~A 1J~A 1J~Aj 
+ 8'1/JA [0 J..L" J..L~]YA - 3 

[ 81J~B 81J~B 81J~Bj [Rs88 sl [ 1J~B 1J~B 1J~Bj 
(26) 

+ 8'1/Js [0 ~I/ - 3 ~~]Ys 

4_ Computation of the constraint forces 

Three constraints are needed to fully determine the joint kinematics variables. 
The first equation of constraint gives the kinematics relation between angular 
displacements of both wheels : 

(27) 

where mn is the normal module of the gear teeth, an the pressure angle in the 
normal plane, and ZA and zs are the numbers of teeth at each wheel. It can 
be shown easily that by formulating the constraint in this way, the conjugated 
Lagrange multiplier -scaled by factor k- has the physical meaning of normal 
contact force : :F = k)q. 

The second constraint represents the hoop contact constraint produced by 
engagement between teeth : 

(28) 

where x~, xg give the position of the contact point computed on wheel A and 
B, respectively. 
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The third constraint expresses that the triad 17~' is unique, when computed 
in terms of kinematics variables of either wheel : 

,!, IIA 111/B = 0 '1-'3 = 172 . 3 

The variation of ¢ 1 is simply written 

bxA 0 
b8A 0 

8¢1 
bxB 0 

b¢1 bq·- b8B 0 
8q 

b1fJA 1 -2ZAffinCOSan 

b1fJB 1 2ZBffinCOSan 
bum cos an 

The variation of the second constraint can be written in the form : 

( A B) 11A < 11A ( A B) b¢2 = bXc - bxc · 173 + v173 · Xc - Xc 

Using equations (24) and (26), we get : 

8¢2 
bq·-

8q 

bxA 
b8A 
bxB 
b8B 
b1fJA 

b1/JB 
bum 

Variations of the third constraint are next computed 

b¢3 = 11~A . b17~B + 11~B . b17~A 

giving 

bxA 0 
b8A R~(11~A X 11~B) 

8¢3 
bxB 0 

b¢3 bq·- b8B -R~(11~A X 11~B) 
8q 

b1fJA y II liB - A 2,2 J.L3 . 173 
b1/JB (Y e y ~~~) IIA B 3,3 2 - B 2,3 3 . 172 
bum 0 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

Afterwards, by substituting equations (30), (32) and (34) into equation (2), we 
evaluate the vector of constraint forces Q' of the joint : 

(35) 

The expression for the stiffness contribution follows immediately from equation 
(3). 
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5. Mesh deformation and clearance 

Gears are assumed to be rigid disks, and the tooth mesh stiffness is represented 
by a nonlinear spring and damper inserted along the instantaneous pressure 
line. Time variation of mesh stiffness and non-linear effects due to backlash 
are very important in predicting the dynamic response in gears. Following 
Ozguven et al [HN091, SH93], the parametric excitation effect of mesh stiffness 
variation is included in the form of a displacement excitation representing the 
fundamental harmonic of the loaded static transmission error. Separation of 
teeth and backlash is also included in the model, using the same approach. 

Mesh forces are derived from the elastic potential Vm, defined as follows: 

with 

[[xiJ ~ { 
X 

0 
x+b 

x2::0 
-b<x<O 

X :S; -b 

(36) 

Here, km is the mesh stiffness, X err is the loaded transmission error and b is the 
hoop backlash. The loaded transmission error comprises both the mesh errors 
and mesh stiffness variations. We assume this term is a function of the angular 
displacement at one gear, e.g. 1/J A· 

Mesh forces are computed next by taking variations with respect to the 
generalized displacement terms, giving : 

(37) 

By further differentiation we compute the tangent stiffness contribution : 

< S A _ {01/JA} k [X~rr2 +[[um+XerrlJx~rr vq · Tnuq - < • m 1 
uUm Xerr 

with X~rr = Bxerr/81/JA· 
For the purpose of making some parametric studies, we have used the fol

lowing expression for the loaded transmission error : 

(39) 

where a perturbation of amplitude X and one tooth frequency of excitation is 
assumed. 

Mesh damping is accounted for by adding a term c1num to the internal 
forces. The damping coefficient em varies with the contact ratio. It can ap
proximately be given as a function of the mesh damping ratio ~ : 

(40) 
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with me is an equivalent mass that represents both gear inertias, and is defined 
as 

(41) 

(see reference [HN091]). 

6. Radial component of the contact force 

Contact between teeth is produced along the pressure line. The orientation of 
the pressure line varies with the sign of the transmitted torque, in such a way 
that the contact force can be seen as always trying to separate both wheels. 
The contact force lies in the plane { 112', 7Jn, normally oriented to the teeth in 
contact. Its magnitude :F is equal to k>- 1 (the Lagrange multiplier conjugated 
to the first constraint ¢1 times the scale factor k). 

The hoop and axial components of the contact force -oriented along 7]~
have been taken into account when formulating the holonomic constraint ¢2· 
However, the radial component of the contact force is of non-holonomic nature 
and has to be added explicitly to the formulation as a non-conservative force. 

The radial component of force acting on wheel A at the contact point is 

(42) 

while the opposite force -F acts upon wheel B at the same point. We remark 
that F can be expressed indistinctly in terms of variables at either wheel. We 
will note: 

FA = -kj>-1jsino:n1J!fA 

F 8 = -k!>-1! sin O:n1J2'8 (43) 

and use one or the other expression when appropriate. The radial contact force 
is conjugated to the variations of position of the contact point C, resulting in 
the following virtual work expression : 

8W 8x~ · FA - 8x~ · F8 

8xA ·FA + 88A · R~(rA x FA) (44) 
- 8xs · F 8 

- 88s · R~(rs X F 8
) 

where we have used the identities : J.L~ · FA = 0 ~~ · F 8 = 0. The vector 
of non-conservative forces Q of the gear pair is identified as formed by the 
conjugated components to the variations of the generalized coordinates of the 
joint : 

8W 8q ·Q 

8xA 
88A 
8x8 

88s 
81/;A 
81/;s 
8um 

FA 

R~(rA X FA) 
-FB 

-R~(rs X F8
) 

0 
0 
0 

(45) 
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The contribution to tangent stiffness is obtained by differentiation of equa
tion (45). We compute first the increment of the contact force FA: 

with 

Similarly, 

with 

- k[.Al[sinantl.7J~A - sign(.AI)ksinan7J~Atl..Al 
k[>-1[ sin aniJ~AR~tl.e A - sign(.A1)k sin On1J~Atl..A 1 

+ k[.AI[ sin an ( -YA 2,2 J..L~ + YA 3,2 J..L~)tl.'¢A 
- FAR~tl.eA - cAJ..L~tl.'lfJA + (FAI>-1)tl.>-1 

CB = k[.A1[sinanYB2,2 

The increments of moments are computed next. First note that : 

Therefore: 

Also, 

tl.(R~rA) 
tl.(R~FA) 

- r AR~J..L~tl.'¢A 
= R~(FA I Al)tl..Al - CAR~J..L~tl.'¢A 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

( T( B)) T- ( B ) T( -B - )t:" ( ) fl. R 8 rB x F = R 8 r B F I >-1 tl..A1 + R 8 r BF - cBr B .;.3tl.'¢ B 52 

Equations (46),(48),(51) and (52) give the contributions to the rows of the 
(non-symmetric) tangent stiffness matrix S, such that : 

02W = { oq } . [ Sqq 
o>.. SAq 

SqA] { tl.q} 
SAA fl.),. 

(53) 

where: 

0 
-A T 

-F RA 0 0 -CAJ..l~ 0 0 
0 0 0 0 XAJ..L~ 0 0 

0 0 0 
-B T 

0 -CB~~ 0 -F R 8 
Sqq 0 0 0 0 0 XB~~ 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

T -A 
XA = R.4.(1·.4.F - CArA) 

T -B 
XB = RB(rBF - cBrB) 
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(FA I )q) 0 0 
R~rA~FA/,\1) 0 0 

(F I ,\1) 0 0 
Sq.x R~rB(FB /,\1) 0 0 (54) 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

S.xq S.x.x 0 

7. Exaillples 

The contributions of the gears-pair element are assembled to the rest of the 
mechanical system by following a standard procedure, leading to a system of 
differential/ algebraic equations (DAE's). This system is in turn time integrated 
using the Hilber-Hughes-Taylor algorithm with an adaptive time step strategy 
(the whole procedure is described in [AM89, AM94]). 

We present here three examples of application of the techniques for modeling 
gear pair systems. The two first ones concern kinematics analyses (i.e. zero 
mass is assumed) in which the variations of some degrees of freedom of the 
system are imposed to determine a new configuration. The resulting system of 
equations is solved using the Newton method at each step of the configurations 
sequence [SAM94, ACa89]. The third example is a dynamic analysis, where 
vibrations originated in gears error transmission are calculated. In this case, the 
equations of motion are numerically time integrated using the Hilber-Hughes
Taylor method. 

7.1. Conical straight bevel pair 

The first example consists on a conical straight bevel gear pair, one wheel 
fixed and the other one mounted on a rigid bar which turns around the y-axis 
(figures 3,4). 

The center of the first wheel is fixed at the coordinates origin. The wheel 
is lying in the x - z plane. It has radius r A = 5, normal modulus mn = 0.2, 
pressure angle an= 20°, teeth number ZA =50, cone angle lA =- tan- 1 (5) = 
-78.7° and helix angle (3 A = 0. At the initial configuration, the second wheel 
has its center at (0, 1, 5) and lies in a plane parallel to the x -y plane. Its radius 
is rB = 1, the teeth number ZB = 10, cone angle IB =- tan- 1 (0.2) = -11.3° 
and helix angle (3 B = 0. It is hinged to a rigid bar which goes from (0, 1, 5) to 
the point of coordinates (0, 1, 0). At this point, the bar is connected through a 
hinge with axis along the y-axis to the foundation. 

The system has one degree of freedom. A new configuration is found 
by imposing an incremental angle of 1 rad at the rigid bar. Also, a torque 
Mext = 1000 is imposed at the articulation between the bar and the second 
wheel. Figure 3 displays the computed configuration together with the resulting 
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z 

Figure 3: Conical bevel pair 

J_, 
z 

Figure 4: Schematic view of conical bevel pair {program output) 
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Figure 5: Three-wheeled system 

actions of the first wheel upon the foundation. The computed normal contact 
force between gears was Fgear = 1.064 x 103. 

7. 2. Three-wheeled system 

The second example consists on three equal spur gears mounted on a rigid bar 
(figures 5-6). The system is lying in the x - y plane. The bar is articulated to 
the foundation at the coordinates origin. A string (kstring = 1000, lo = 50) 
connects the extreme of the bar to the foundation at point (30, -50, 0) (not 
shown in figure 5). 

The three wheels have normal modulus mn = 0.2, pitch diameter d = 5, 
pressure angle an= 20° and teeth number z = 50 (clearly, the cone and helix 
angles are 1 = f3 = 0). The first wheel -centered at the coordinates origin- is 
fixed to the foundation, while the rigid bar is articulated at the same point. 
The bar is aligned along the x-axis at the initial configuration. 

The system is put in motion by imposing a relative angular displacement 
nrel = 1 rad at the third wheel, thus inducing a rotation of 1 rad of the bar 
about the origin as shown in figure 4. In the same figure we display the values 
of actions of the first wheel on the foundation for the new configuration, and 
also the value of force exerted by the string. The computed value of contact 
force between gears was F gear = 1.156 x 105. 
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Figure 6: Schematic view of the three-wheeled system (program output) 

Figure 7: Spur gears transmission 
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7.3. Dynamic analysis of a spur gear tmnsmission 

This example concerns the analysis of a transmission composed by two axes 
linked through a pair formed by two equal spur gears (see figure 7). This 
example corresponds to an experimental set-up made by Kubo et a! [AKTS72], 
and was proposed also as test-case by Ozgiiven [HN091] who estimated several 
system parameters of Kubo's work since some of them lacked in the paper. Most 
parameters we have used correspond to one of the analyses made by Ozgiiven. 
The only difference lies in the loaded error transmission expression. Our aim 
is just to show an example with approximate realistic data, illustrating about 
the possibilities of the code for making dynamic analyses of gear vibrations. 

The system is driven at a constant speed of 12000 RPM at wheel 1, and 
transmits a torque T2 = 945.8 applied at wheel2. Gear properties are: normal 
modulus mn = 0.15748, pitch diameter d = 3.937, pressure angle O:n = 20° and 
teeth number ZA = ZB = 25 (cone and helix angles are trivially 'Y = f3 = 0). 
Their mass and rotary inertia are: mA = mB = 5.36 x 10-3 and lA = IB = 
0.0102. Mesh stiffness is km = 1.477 x 107 , mesh damping~= 0.1, and the 
amplitude of the loaded transmission error is X= 0.003937 (equation (39)). 

In accordance with the paper by Ozgiiven, we have considered only the 
torsional stiffness of shafts in the model, with values : kt 1 = 1. 7 x 104 , kt 2 = 

3.0 x 104 , and damping : Ct 1 = 0.076026, Ct 2 = 0.12369 (note that the pro
gram does not. have any limitation in this sense and could have included other 
components of the axes deformation as well). Disks at extremes have rotary 
inertias h = 0.051 and h = 0.0102. 

Four different conditions were analyzed, to illustrate the different kind of 
phenomena that can be observed when varying the model's characteristics : 

A : Both axes are rigidly mounted at their supports, and backlash between 
gears is zero. 

B Horizontal and vertical flexibility of axes supports is considered, with 
stiffness values k1 = k2 = 1.477 x 107 and damping c 1 = c2 = 50. 
Backlash is zero. 

C : The axes are rigidly supported, but backlash is introduced to the model, 
with value b = 0.001968. 

D : This case incorporates both flexibility of supports and backlash to the 
model. Numerical values are equal to those mentioned in cases B and C. 

An almost stationary system response is evidenced from results. To this end, 
we have time integrated the system equations up to a time instant in which 
all initial transients seemed to be damped-out. In order to reach quickly the 
stationary phase, we have performed the following computation steps : first, 
we evaluated the static deformation under the action of torque T2; secondly, we 
made a kinematics analysis in which the system was put into motion at 12000 
RPM, by ignoring all inertial forces and starting from the deformed configura
tion computed at the first phase; finally, a full transient analysis was performed, 
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Figure 8: Spur gears transmission : time evolution of mesh force. Analysis 
without considering backlash. Top : rigid supports case (A); bottom : flexible 
supports case {B). 
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Figure 9: Spur gears transmission : time evolution of mesh force. Analysis 
including backlash. Top : rigid supports case (C); bottom : flexible supports 
case (D). 
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starting from the configuration and velocities computed at the previous phase 
of analysis. 

Figures 8 and 9 display the time evolution of the total mesh force for the 
four cases. In all cases, after initial transients are damped-out, a quasi-periodic 
response is obtained as expected. We can also appreciate the effects of supports 
flexibility and backlash : 

• The inclusion of supports flexibility does not affect sensibly the frequency 
content of the response. However, the force amplitude of oscillation is 
increased by a factor of 1.4. 

• When backlash is included into the model, the frequency content of the 
mesh force is increased by a factor of almost 4. Also note that the force 
amplitude increases by a factor nearly equal to 15. 

Figures 10 and 11 show the time evolution of the horizontal reaction at 
support A. Results evidence approximately the same overall behavior as that 
of the teeth force; nevertheless, the following special features can be remarked : 

• In the zero-backlash case, and when considering supports flexibility, the 
horizontal reaction is magnified by a factor of almost 2, instead of the 
factor 1.5 evidenced for the mesh force (figure 10). 

• Contrary to what has happened with the mesh forces evolution, the am
plitude of horizontal reactions in the flexible supports case is lower than 
that of the rigid supports one (figure 11). 

Figures 12 and 13 plot the time evolution of the vertical reaction at support 
A. We note now the system behavior does not follow that of the mesh force 
evolution shown in figures 8 and 9. The following remarks can be made for the 
evolution of this component of the reaction force : 

• We note that in the rigid supports case, the reaction force is negative 
for all time instants, in accordance with the special nature of contact 
between gears. Positive reaction forces are only developed when flexibility 
of supports is taken into account. 

• The case with rigid supports and backlash evidences a much higher fre
quency content than the other three analyses. The amplitude of force 
oscillations verifies approximately the same relationships as those dis
cussed in the horizontal reactions analysis. 

Although the particular values of mesh and support stiffness and damping 
did not correspond fully to the experimental setup, we understand this exam
ple serves to illustrate the kind of phenomena we can expect when analyzing 
vibrations in gear trains and the potential of the approach presented in the 
paper. 
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Figure 10: Spur gears transmission : time evolution of horizontal reaction at 
support A. Analysis without considering backlash. Top : rigid supports case 
(A); bottom : flexible supports case (B). 
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Figure 11: Spur gears transmission : time evolution of horizontal reaction at 
support A. Analysis including backlash. Top: rigid supports case (C); bottom: 
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Figure 12: Spur gears transmission : time evolution of vertical reaction at 
support A. Analysis without considering backlash. Top : rigid supports case 
(A); bottom : flexible supports case (B). 
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Figure 13: Spur gears transmission : time evolution of vertical reaction at 
support A. Analysis including backlash. Top : rigid supports case (C); bottom : 
flexible supports case {D). 
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8. Concluding remarks 

A general methodology to formulate gear pair connections in three-dimensional 
kinematics and dynamic analysis of mechanisms has been proposed. Holonomic 
constraint equations were generated by using an augmented Lagrangian tech
nique, while non-holonomic radial and friction forces were explicitly added to 
the Euler-Lagrange equations of the dynamic system. Gear teeth flexibility 
was taken into account in the model by relating deformation along the normal 
pressure line to the normal forces acting on teeth. 

The joint discussed here forms part of the vast library of joints of the multi
ple purpose software for mechanism analysis Mecano (see [SAM94] for a detailed 
description of this library), and adds new functionalities to the code. Theca
pability of modeling three dimensional gears together with the rest of (flexible 
and rigid) joints and bodies of the code results in a very valuable tool for the 
design of mechanisms and machines. 

Three examples of application have been shown. Mechanisms including 
conical straight bevel pairs, three spur-geared wheels and a system composed 
by two axes connected through a spur gear pair have been analyzed, illustrating 
the generality of the formulation. The latter example included the effects of 
teeth flexibility, stiffness fluctuation and backlash in the analysis, allowing to 
compute system vibrations originated by the fluctuations of stiffness and other 
transmission errors. 
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